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Objectives This study evaluated the impact of worksite physical activity counseling using cost–benefit and
cost–effectiveness analyses.
Methods Civil servants (N=299) were randomly assigned to an intervention (N=131) or control (N=168)
group for 9 months. The intervention costs were compared with the monetary benefits gained from reduced sick
leave. In addition, the intervention costs minus the monetary benefits from sick leave reduction were compared
with the effects (percentage meeting the public health recommendation for moderate-intensity physical activity,
energy expenditure, cardiorespiratory fitness, and upper extremity symptoms).
Results The intervention costs were EUR 430 per participant, and the benefits were EUR 125 due to sick leave
during the intervention period, for net total costs of EUR 305 for the intervention. During the same 9-month
period the year after the intervention, the benefits from sick leave reduction were EUR 635. No statistically
significant differences in costs and benefits were found between the groups. As to the cost–effectiveness,
improvement in energy expenditure and cardiorespiratory fitness was observed at higher costs. The point
estimates of the cost–effectiveness ratios were EUR 5.2 (without imputation of effect data) and EUR 2.7 (with
imputation of effect data) per extra kilocalorie of energy expenditure per day and EUR 235 (without imputation
of effect data) and EUR 45.9 (with imputation of effect data) per beat per minute of decrease in submaximal heart
rate.
Conclusions This study does not provide a financial reason for implementing worksite counseling intervention
on physical activity on the short-term. However, positive effects were shown for energy expenditure and
cardiorespiratory fitness.
Key terms

absenteeism from work, efficiency, financial impact, intervention, physical fitness, randomized
controlled trial, workplace.

Physical inactivity and its consequences are of major
concern in Western society. Physical inactivity is associated with an increased risk of many chronic diseases,
such as cardiovascular disease (1, 2) and some types of
cancer (3–5). Another consequence of physical inactivity is overweight. During the last few decades, the prevalence of overweight and obesity has increased dramatically. Currently, in The Netherlands, the prevalence of
1
2
3
4
5

obesity is approximately 10%, whereas in the United
Kingdom and the United States (US), this percentage is
even twofold greater [6, 7; see also the “Behavioral Risk
Factor Surveillance System of the National Center for
Chronic Disease Prevention & Health Promotion (available from URL: http://apps.nccd.cdc.gov/brfss/Trends/
trendchart.asp?qkey=10020&state=US) and “Gezondheidstoestand van de Nederlandse bevolking” of the
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Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, Voorburg/Heerlen,
2002 (available from URL: http://statline.cbs.nl/
StatWeb/table.asp?PA=7068gi&D1=92-135&D2=(l11)-l&DM=SLNL&LA=nl&TT=2)]. The consequences
for both public health and economic impact are enormous. In Europe, obesity-related costs have been estimated at 1–5% of the total health care expenditure (8–
10). Besides, overweight or obese employees appear to
be absent more often from work, and, as a consequence,
a loss of productivity occurs (11–13).
Despite the well-documented benefits, 60% of the
US adult population and 55% of Dutch adults are not
physically active enough according to the public health
recommendation for moderate-intensity physical activity (14–16).
Employers in Western countries have invested increasingly in both worksite physical activity programs
and comprehensive health promotion intervention (17).
The potential benefits expected by employers vary considerably and are, among others, improved health, reduced sick leave, improved productivity, and improved
company image. Although the effectiveness of health
promotion intervention at worksites has been studied,
limited evidence is available about the efficiency (ie, the
financial impact of such programs for companies).
Therefore, Harris et al (18) recommended more research
on the financial impact of such intervention. Insight into
the efficiency of health promotion intervention at a
worksite can be used to support the decision-making of
the employer. The aim of this paper was to evaluate the
efficiency of physical activity counseling as a form of
intervention at the worksite by means of a cost–benefit
and a cost–effectiveness analysis.

Participants and methods
Study design
A randomized controlled trial was conducted. The participants were recruited from three municipal services
of a Dutch town, Enschede. The criteria for inclusion
were (i) being a civil servant, (ii) performing office
work, (iii) working for at least 24 hours a week at the
local municipal service of Enschede, (iv) having a contract until at least the time of the posttest. Furthermore,
an informed consent form had to be signed before the
baseline measurements. The study protocol was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of VU University Medical Center.

Randomization
All the eligible employees who registered for the information session and who agreed to volunteer for the study

were randomized. The randomization program was
drawn up by a statistician who was not involved in the
project. As a larger loss to follow-up was expected
among the controls, a distribution of 45–55% was chosen for the number of intervention and control participants, respectively. Randomization was done at the level
of the work unit (N=70) and within each municipal service (N=3) because of the anticipated influence of the intervention on colleagues working at the same unit and
the need for approximately equal numbers of intervention and control participants within each municipal service. After the participants were tested at baseline, the
coordinator of the fitness and health tests, who did not
perform the measurements, assigned each participant to
either the intervention group (N=131) or the control
group (N=168). The persons who assisted with the tests
were blinded with respect to the allocation of the participants to the groups.

Intervention
For 9 months (ie, from May 2000 until January 2001)
the intervention participants were offered seven consultations, all of which took place during worktime for approximately 20 minutes each. The counseling was mainly aimed at the promotion of physical activity and
healthy dietary habits using standardized protocols and
the individual’s stage of behavior change as guides (19,
20). The stage of behavior change was determined during the baseline measurements, and it was checked during the first consultation. During the first two consultations, the test results were discussed, and the counselor
offered tailored information and advice on physical activity and healthy dietary habits while keeping in mind
the individual’s stage of behavior change. With the mutual agreement of the counselor and employee, a plan
was devised to improve the physical activity and nutrition behavior based on the individual stage of behavior
change. Progression according to the plan was further
discussed during the remaining five consultations. The
number of consultations (N=7) was chosen on the basis
of the experience of the counselor in agreement with the
municipal service. Both the intervention participants and
the controls received general written information about
the following life-style factors: physical activity, nutrition, alcohol, smoking, (work) stress, and musculoskeletal symptoms. The control group did not, however, receive the counseling intervention.

Study population
Figure 1 presents a flow chart indicating the progress
of participants during the study period. Out of the
Scand J Work Environ Health 2004, vol 30, no 1
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Figure 1. Flow chart showing the progress of the participants during the study period.

600 employees invited to attend the information session,
299 volunteers were measured at baseline and randomized into the intervention group (N=131) or the control group (N=168). Sick leave data were missing only
for those who terminated employment at the municipal
service between the start of the intervention and January 2002. In the 9-month period during the intervention,
one intervention participant and one control terminated
employment. After the intervention (from February 2001
until January 2002), another 11 subjects stopped working at the municipal service (3 intervention participants
and 8 controls). Within the control group, it appeared
that those who did not complete one of the follow-up
measurements (ie, questionnaire, interview or fitness
test) differed from those who did complete these measurements in that the dropouts averaged more days of
sick leave in the 9-month periods of data collection
(before, during and after the intervention). This was
not the case for the intervention group in that no dif-
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ferences in sick leave data were observed between
the dropouts and those who continued in the study.
There were no notable differences in the demographic factors, physical activity, fitness, or health between
the participants who withdrew from the study and those
who continued. Table 1 presents the baseline characteristics of both study groups. Randomization appeared to
be successful in that no significant differences were observed between the study groups at baseline. Moreover,
it can be seen that the sick leave data were skewed; almost two-thirds of the participants had not been on sick
leave during the 9 months preceding the start of the intervention (skewness of sick leave rate 3.7 and 4.6 for
the intervention and control groups, respectively).

Outcome measures
For the economic evaluation of the study, the outcome
measures were sick leave, physical activity, fitness, and
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the study population.a
Mean age
(years)

Intervention group (N=97)
Control group (N=167)
a
b

Mean

SD

43.8
43.7

8.1
9.3

Gender
(women)
(%)

27.8
38.9

Higher Active
Energy
educa- enoughb expenditure
tion
(%)
(kcal/day)
(%)
Mean SD
63.9
62.7

45.7
37.0

1197
1159

451
631

Upper
Submaximal
Sick
heart rate extremity leave rate
symptoms
(days)
(days)
(%)
Mean SD
Mean SD
136 10.7
136 11.8

74.0
63.5

17.2 42.1
15.2 41.0

Sick leave
frequency
(times)
Mean SD
1.3 1.5
1.3 1.4

Sick
leave
prevalence
(%)
63.9
62.9

There were no significant differences between the groups.
Performing at least 30 minutes of moderate-intensity physical activities on at least 5 days a week.

musculoskeletal symptoms. Except for sick leave, these
included the primary outcome measures of the study
evaluating the effectiveness of the counseling intervention (21). In the effectiveness study, two more definitions of physical activity (sport index and leisure-time
index) were applied, as well as an evaluation of lowback symptoms. For practical reasons, not all the definitions or outcome measures were applied in the economic evaluation. The secondary outcome measures of
the study with respect to the effectiveness of the counseling were body composition, blood pressure, and total blood cholesterol.
The measurements took place 2 weeks before the
first consultation (April 2000) and directly after the 9month intervention (January 2001). Sick leave (excluding absence due to holidays and pregnancy) was determined in the records of the personnel department of each
municipal service. Data from the same 9-month period
(May-January) in the year before (1999–2000), during
(2000–2001), and after the intervention (2001–2002)
were collected. For the purpose of the economic evaluation, physical activity was made operational in the following two ways: (i) by ensuring that the public health
recommendation for moderate-intensity physical activity was met (16) and (ii) by assessing the total energy
expenditure. The participants who reported participation
in moderate-intensity physical activities for a cumulative minimum of 30 minutes a day, for 5 or more days a
week, were considered active. The total energy expenditure was assessed using a structured interview,
7-day physical activity recall (PAR) (22–24), and it
was expressed as kilocalories per day, which was
adjusted for body weight. Fitness was expressed as
cardiorespiratory fitness and was measured using a
submaximal bicycle ergometer test (25, 26). To evaluate the change in cardiorespiratory fitness, the average heart rate during the last 2 minutes of cycling
was used as the measure (ie, the submaximal heart
rate). As to musculoskeletal symptoms, upper-extremity symptoms were chosen because of their high
prevalence in the study population. The 3-month
prevalence of upper-extremity symptoms was assessed using a validated Dutch version of the Nordic questionnaire (27, 28).

Economic evaluation
A cost–benefit analysis was carried out to compare the
intervention costs with the monetary benefits due to sick
leave reduction. For the remaining outcome measures
(ie, recommendation for moderate-intensity physical
activity, energy expenditure, cardiorespiratory fitness,
and upper-extremity symptoms), a cost–effectiveness
ratio was calculated.
The company perspective was used as the basis for
the economic evaluation. In other words, only costs relevant to the company (ie, the municipal services) were
considered, notably intervention costs and indirect costs
(ie, costs due to productivity loss on the part of the participants). Direct health care costs were not included
because they were not accountable for by the municipal
service. The intervention costs included expenses that
were directly related to the implementation of the individual counseling program. These costs were the
amounts of money that the three municipal services
would have had to pay for the intervention without interference of the study, and without the costs of the control group. These costs included the development and
management of the program, the information session,
the consultation with the sports physician who gave
feedback about test results, the written information, and
the individual counseling intervention given by the
counselor. For the intervention group, the costs of the
fitness and health tests (pre- and posttests) were also
included, since these tests were part of the intervention
offered. The intervention costs were calculated using the
market price that had to be paid by the company. We
also considered costs due to the estimated time spent by
employees of the personnel department while arranging
the time schedules for the information sessions, the fitness and health tests, and the individual counseling.
Monetary benefits of the intervention included reduction of costs due to sick leave. Both the time spent by
the personnel department employees and the benefits
due to reduced sick leave were valued using the mean
salary costs of the civil servants working in the municipal services concerned. Salary costs included the gross
salary, the employer’s social benefits, and the vacation
allowance. The mean salary costs of the civil servants
Scand J Work Environ Health 2004, vol 30, no 1
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was EUR 41 105.00 per year. To calculate these costs
per day, the costs per year were divided by 12, and subsequently divided by 30.7, which is the average number
of calendar days per month for the period May until January. Thus the mean salary cost per calendar day was
EUR 112 when based on a production elasticity of 1.0
for the worktime.

Cost–benefit analysis
For the cost–benefit analysis, the costs of the monetary
benefits due to reduced sick leave were calculated for
the intervention period (from May 2000 until January
2001). Subsequently, the single expenditures of the intervention (ie, intervention costs and the costs due to the
time spent by the personnel department) were compared
with the monetary benefits of sick leave reduction during the intervention period. For the same 9-month period after the intervention (from May 2001 until January
2002), the difference in the monetary benefits due to
sick leave reduction between the intervention group and
the control group was calculated. Because of the gap of
3 months between the two 9-month periods (February
2001–April 2001), no comparison was made between
the benefits in the year after the intervention and the
intervention costs. Moreover, the intervention costs
had already been taken into account in the former
analysis.

Cost–effectiveness analyses
To calculate the cost–effectiveness ratios,we divided the
incremental costs of the intervention group compared
with those of the control group by the incremental effects for each of the effect measures separately. In this
analysis, we used total costs by summing costs of the
intervention and sick leave. Thus, in our cost–effectiveness analyses, all costs and monetary benefits were put
in the numerator and compared with the effect in the
nominator. For the cost–effectiveness analysis, only
benefits due to a reduction in sick leave during the intervention period were considered, in order to evaluate
the differences in costs and effects in the same period
(ie, from May 2000 until January 2001).

Statistical analysis
Unadjusted differences between the two study groups
are presented, as the confounders were shown to hardly
influence the results (21). For the cost–benefit analysis,
the differences in the mean intervention costs and in the
mean benefits due to sick leave reduction were compared between the intervention group and the control
group using bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrapping with 2000 as the number of replications (29). In
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doing so, 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) were computed. Bootstrapping is a suitable method for analyzing
cost data, as cost data are usually highly skewed and
bootstrapping does not make any assumptions about the
distribution of the data as is done with traditional statistical methods, such as the Student’s t-test (29). For the
cost–effectiveness analyses, the mean effects per study
group were calculated using the delta score (posttest
minus pretest). Subsequently, cost–effectiveness ratios
were calculated by dividing the difference in the mean
total costs (ie, including monetary benefits due to sick
leave) between the two study groups by the difference
in the mean effects. Confidence intervals for the cost–
effectiveness ratios were calculated again with bootstrapping, using the bias-corrected percentile method
with 5000 replications. For each outcome measure used
in this evaluation, cost–effectiveness ratios were plotted on a cost–effectiveness plane (30). The cost–effectiveness plane consists of four quadrants with a horizontal axis indicating the effectiveness of the intervention
and the vertical axis indicating the costs.

Sensitivity analysis
Three sensitivity analyses were conducted. First, for The
Netherlands, an elasticity measure between labor time
and labor production was estimated to be 0.8, which
means that a reduction of 100% in labor time results in
a decrease of 80% in production (31). In this paper, the
results were based on an elasticity of 0.8. The sensitivity analysis was conducted to compare the results with
an elasticity of 0.5 and 1.0. Second, because of loss to
follow-up, there were missing values in the effect measures, but not in the cost measures. As a consequence,
for the analyses, we could not use cost data of participants with missing effect measures, as a result of which
the power of the economic evaluation decreased. Moreover, the mean total costs taken into account differed
per effect measure due to differences in the participant
values that are missing for each effect measure. Therefore, to enhance the power and to have equal costs per
effect measure, a sensitivity analysis was performed
imputing data as to the effect measures. Imputation was
done by the “last value carried forward” method, implying the baseline value. Third, a sensitivity analysis
was performed to investigate the impact on the results
when the costs of participants associated with the loss
of worktime were included and, thereby, loss of productivity due to the time spent in the information session,
the fitness and health tests, and the visits to the counselor. In the main analyses, these costs were not taken
into account, since almost all the intervention participants reported that they had compensated for this in their
own time, and thereby these costs were not accountable
for by the municipal service.

Proper et al

Results
Cost–benefit analysis
The intervention costs were EUR 430 per participant (table 2). Table 3 shows the mean intervention costs and
sick leave costs per employee during the intervention
period. No statistically significant differences were
found for the total costs or the sick leave costs between
the two study groups. During the intervention period,
the intervention group had lower costs due to sick leave
(mean difference EUR –125, 95% CI EUR –1386—
1062). The mean total costs during the intervention were
higher in the intervention group than in the control group
(mean difference EUR 305, 95% CI EUR –1029—
1419). In the year after the intervention, the benefits due
to a reduction in sick leave increased further, the mean
difference in sick leave costs between the two groups
being EUR –635 (95% CI EUR –1885—814) in favor
of the intervention.

Effects of the intervention
In table 4, the mean effects of the counseling on the outcome measures are presented. For a more-detailed presentation of the effects, we refer readers to another paper (21). A significant positive intervention effect was
observed for energy expenditure. The intervention participants expended more kilocalories per day, whereas
the controls decreased their energy expenditure. For cardiorespiratory fitness, the same positive phenomenon
was observed. The intervention subjects improved their
fitness level (ie, decreased their submaximal heart rate)
in contrast with the controls, whose performance in the

submaximal bicycle ergometer test deteriorated. There
was no significant effect on the proportion of subjects
meeting the public health recommendation for moderate-intensity physical activity. A decrease in the proportion of subjects meeting this recommendation decreased
in both the intervention group (6.6%) and the control group (6.0%). Furthermore, although the prevalence of upper-extremity symptoms decreased more
in the intervention group than in the control group
(17.9% versus 6.2%), no statistically significant effect was found.

Cost–effectiveness analyses
Figures 2 to 5 show the cost–effectiveness planes for
each outcome measure. Except for the number of participants meeting the public health recommendation for
physical activity, most of the incremental cost–effect
pairs of the other outcomes were in the northeast quadrant (90%, 96%, and 77% for energy expenditure, submaximal heart rate, and upper extremity symptoms, respectively), indicating positive effects at higher costs for
the counseling intervention when compared with the
control condition. In particular, for energy expenditure
and cardiorespiratory fitness, the planes clearly indicate
Table 2. Costs of intervention for the 98 intervention participants.
Type of intervention cost

Cost (euros)

Implementation
Time spent by Personnel Department
Intervention for 98 employees
Intervention per employee

41 907
223
42 130
430

a

a

Based on the market price to be paid by the municipal service.

Table 3. Mean costs a for the intervention and control groups (in euros) during and after the intervention period.
Average total
Intervention
days of sick leave
costs
(mean)
(mean)

Sick leave costsa

Total costs

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

·
·

·
·

Before the intervention (May 1999 - January 2000)
Intervention group (N=97)
Control group (N=167)

17.2
15.2

·
·

·
·

·
·

21.5
22.9

430
0.0c

1915
2040

4814
5031

2345
2040

5031

1.4

430c

–125 d

·

305 e

·

20.5
27.6

–
–

1830
2465

4666
5568

·
·

·
·

7.1

–

–635 f

·

·

·

During the intervention (May 2000 - January 2001)
Intervention group (N=97)
Control group (N=167)
Difference between the groups b
After the intervention (May 2001 - January 2002)
Intervention group (N=94)
Control group (N=159)
Difference between the groups b
a

Costs calculated on the basis of the mean costs of the civil servant’s salary on the basis of production elasticity of 0.8 for worktime (35).
Negative difference indicates a positive balance (fewer costs in the intervention group than in the control group).
c No standard deviation or 95% confidence intervals could be calculated, since these costs were the same for all the intervention participants.
d
95% confidence interval: –1386—1062, obtained by bias correction and accelerated bootstrapping.
e
95% confidence interval: 1029–1419, obtained by bias correction and accelerated bootstrapping.
f 95% confidence interval: –1883—814 obtained by bias correction and accelerated bootstrapping.
b
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Table 4. Mean costs, effects, and cost-effectiveness ratios for the public health recommendation for physical activity , energy expenditure,
Public health recommendation met (%)
Costs
Mean

Effects

Ratio

SD

Mean

SD

5298
5200

-6.6
-6.0

0.6
0.5

·
-1030

4884
5216

-5.3
-4.5

0.5
0.5

·
-316

a

Energy expenditure (kcal/day)

95% CI

Costs

Effects

Ratio a

95% CI

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

·
-36 535– -591

2583
1578

545
4442

64.2
-129

491
630

·
5.2

·
-4.9–27.4

·
-52 774– -77.1

2416
2050

4932
5044

48.2
-86.4

425
518

·
2.7

·
-9.1–27.8

Without imputation of effect data
Intervention group
Control group

2508
1947

With imputation of effect data
Intervention group
Control group
a

2381
2137

A positive cost-effectiveness ratio indicates the amount of money to be paid to achieve a positive intervention effect.

persons

Figure 2. Cost–effectiveness plane for
the public health recommendation on
physical activity (point estimate –1030,
95% CI –36 535— –591).

Figure 3. Cost–effectiveness plane for
energy expenditure (point estimate 5.2,
95% CI –4.9—27.4).

that the counseling was more effective than the control
condition, as no or hardly any points appear in the west
quadrants (1% and 0%, respectively). The point estimate
of the cost–effectiveness ratio for energy expenditure is
EUR 5.2 (95%CI EUR –4.9—27.4) per extra kilocalorie per day per employee (table 4). For cardiorespiratory fitness, the ratio is EUR 235 (95%CI EUR –10.0—
830) per beat per minute decrease in submaximal heart
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rate (table 4). For the public health recommendation for
physical activity, most of the incremental cost–effect
pairs were distributed in the southeast (39%) and the
southwest (38%) quadrants. Moreover, the points considerably cross the origin of the plane, indicating that
the counseling intervention was neither more costly nor
more effective for the public health recommendation for
physical activity.

Proper et al

submaximal heart rate, and upper-extremity symptoms. The results are based on an elasticity measure of 0.8. (See reference 23.)
Submaximal heart rate (beats/min)
Costs

Effects

Ratio

a

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

2223
1118

4786
3352

-2.2
2.5

8.9
8.5

·
235

2113
1963

4292
4806

-1.7
1.6

7.7
6.9

·
45.9

Upper-extremity symptoms (%)
95% CI

Costs

Effects

Ratio a

95% CI

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

·
-10.0–827

2461
1829

5237
4939

-17.9
-6.2

0.5
0.5

·
53.6

·
-101–809

·
-314–573

2365
2040

4835
5031

-14.6
-4.8

0.5
0.5

·
33.2

·
-167–609

Figure 4. Cost–effectiveness plane for
submaximal heart rate (point estimate
235, 95% CI –10.0—827).

Figure 5. Cost–effectiveness plane for
upper-extremity symptoms (point estimate 53.6, 95% CI –101—809).

Sensitivity analysis
Use of an elasticity measure of 0.5 resulted in lower
cost–effectiveness ratios when compared with 0.8 (ratios –940, 4.0, 181, and 47.2 for meeting the public
health recommendation, energy expenditure, submaximal heart rate, and upper extremity symptoms, respectively). Analogously, using an elasticity measure of 1.0

resulted in higher cost–effectiveness ratios (ratios:
–1090, 5.9, 271, 57.9, respectively). It would be expected that the lower the elasticity, the higher the cost–effectiveness ratios, and thereby the less favorable the results, due to more costs because of less savings from
sick leave reduction. However, the “unexpected” trend
observed was caused by the missing values in the control group, including participants with a long sick leave
Scand J Work Environ Health 2004, vol 30, no 1
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duration. As a consequence, particularly for energy expenditure and submaximal heart rate, the costs of the
control group decreased substantially, namely, from
EUR 2040 to EUR 1558 and EUR 1118, respectively
(tables 3 and 4), and were thereby markedly lower than
the sick leave costs of the intervention group. Only for
submaximal heart rate did the cost–effectiveness ratio
change from statistical nonsignificance with a production elasticity of 0.8 for labor time to a statistically significant cost–effectiveness ratio using an elasticity
measure of 0.5 (EUR 181, 95% CI EUR 25.0–586) in
favor of the counseling, because, with a lower elasticity, the confidence interval becomes narrower. For the
other analyses, the use of an elasticity measure of 0.5
or 1.0 had no impact on the statistical significance of
the outcome of the economic evaluation.
The results of the imputation of the effect data are
also presented in table 4. The effect measures within
each study group were slightly smaller, and conclusions
as to the effectiveness of the counseling remained the
same when comparisons were made with or without the
imputation data. The costs in the study groups were approximately the same for each outcome measure (table
4). However, as there were still some missing data per
outcome (eg, caused by the fact that some participants
were not able to perform the submaximal bicycle ergometer test), the costs varied slightly per outcome measure. Furthermore, as (almost) all costs were taken into
account (ie, including the persons who had been sick
for a long time), the mean total costs of the control group
increased. As a consequence, the difference in costs
between the two groups decreased and thus resulted in
lower cost–effectiveness ratios than without the imputation. For example, the ratios after the imputation of
the effect data for energy expenditure and submaximal
heart rate were 2.7 and 45.9, respectively, versus 5.2 and
235, respectively (table 4). The confidence intervals of
the cost–effectiveness ratios were still very large and not
statistically significant. Contrary to the analyses without data imputation, the use of an elasticity measure of
0.5 resulted in a larger difference in costs between the
groups than an elasticity measure of 0.8 did, leading to
higher cost–effectiveness ratios. Use of an elasticity
measure of 1.0 led to lower ratios.
Including the costs due to the time spent by the employees on attendance in the information session, tests,
and counseling (EUR 73.0±16.6) did not influence the
outcome of the cost–effectiveness.

Discussion
As to the cost–benefit analysis, no evidence was found
for significant cost savings. Because there was an
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increasing trend for sick leave (costs) in the control
group, the counseling intervention might reveal significant positive net benefits in the longer term. Although
not statistically significant, the difference in sick leave
costs between the intervention group and the control
group was large and might be considered relevant from
the employer’s perspective. As is common in economic
evaluations, the trial was underpowered to find statistically significant differences in costs between the groups
since the cost data were skewed. Relatively few participants were responsible for a relatively large proportion
of the costs, a situation which led to wide confidence
intervals of the differences, and, in cases of small numbers, to tentative conclusions. Even though we dealt with
the skewed data with bootstrapping, the power of the
study was not improved.
With respect to the cost–effectiveness, our findings
showed that an improvement in energy expenditure and
cardiorespiratory fitness could be gained in the intervention group at higher costs. Based on an elasticity measure of 0.8, the cost–effectiveness ratios were EUR 5.2
and EUR 235 per extra kilocalorie energy expenditure
per day and per decrease in beat per minute of the submaximal heart rate per employee, respectively. However, due to the very wide (statistically nonsignificant)
confidence intervals, we cannot say with certainty that
this is the amount of money to be invested in order to
achieve improved energy expenditure and fitness levels. Moreover, there were some other uncertainties,
which we tried to overcome in the sensitivity analyses.
Because of a selective group of missing values as to the
outcome measures, namely, values for those who had
been sick for a long time, the results should be interpreted with caution. Without the costs of the persons
who were missing in the outcome measures being taken
into account, the mean costs in the control group decreased substantially and were thereby much lower than
the costs of the intervention group. Thus the use of an
elasticity measure of 0.5 led to a larger decrease in costs
in the intervention group than in the control group and
produced a smaller difference in costs between the two
groups than the elasticity measure of 0.8 did. This circumstance resulted in a lower cost–effectiveness ratio
than for an elasticity of 0.8.
Despite the counterarguments for imputing data (eg,
imputed data are not real and may thereby misrepresent
the effect), we decided to impute the data of the effect
measures for the purpose of the economic evaluation.
Notably, missing values of effect measures will lead to
missing values of the cost data because the cost data of
persons without effect measures cannot be used in the
cost–effectiveness analyses. Moreover, generally, the
power of an economic evaluation is low. Missing data
will even decrease the statistical power to a greater extent. Therefore, by imputing data as to the effect
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measures under the condition that the effect measure
will not (substantially) change, the power of the cost differences are increased. We imputed data by the “last
value carried forward” method, which appeared to be
conservative since the effect measures hardly changed,
or even became somewhat smaller. From table 4, it can
be seen that the ratios were more favorable for the counseling intervention, even though large confidence intervals were still observed. Hence the conclusion must be
that effects on energy expenditure and cardiorespiratory fitness can be gained, but at a certain price.
A few comments should be made with respect to the
analyses. First, the cost–benefit analysis presented in
this study was actually a partial cost–benefit analysis.
In a full cost–benefit analysis, all costs and all healthrelated effects are expressed in monetary units. In our
analysis, we refrained from valuing the health effects
because of the difficulties associated with the valuing.
Therefore, we decided to conduct a cost–effectiveness
analysis in addition to a cost–benefit analysis. In doing
so, we compared all the costs and benefits of the intervention to the health-related effects. As sick leave can
be valued and because it can be considered to fall into
the “benefits” category with respect to the intervention,
it was subtracted from the costs.
Second, several other potential benefits for the company were not included in our study, such as reduced
employee turnover, productivity, commitment to the
company, and improved corporate image. Most of these
benefits are hard to measure and value; therefore we did
not include these potential benefits. Although an economic evaluation is a useful tool for companies as they
decide whether or not they benefit from the implementation of a physical activity program at their worksites,
other benefits that are hard to determine should be
weighed in the decision as well.
The health care costs, such as costs due to medical
consumption or therapy, were not taken into account,
since these costs were accountable for by the municipal
service. On the basis of the fact that the study population was a “healthy” working population that did not frequently make use of health care, we assumed these costs
have been low. Moreover, retrospective self-reports of
the medical consumption and therapies indicated no substantial differences between the two groups.
Our results cannot easily be compared to the results
of other studies evaluating the cost–benefits and cost–
effectiveness of similar interventions because of a lack
of similar studies. Most studies have evaluated the economic impact of comprehensive health promotion programs instead of programs primarily aimed at improving physical activity. Moreover, the majority of the reviews on the economic outcomes of worksite health promotion are based on studies from the United States. In
that country, the employer is responsible for the

medical costs, which is not the case in The Netherlands.
Hence an employer in the United States will benefit
from reduced health care costs, while a Dutch employer will not.
Most of the reviews published suggest that worksite
health promotion programs have a positive economic
impact, a reduction in sick leave being an important
component (32–34). However, considering the few randomized controlled studies that have been published
with respect to the effectiveness of worksite physical
activity programs on sick leave, no hard conclusion for
a positive effect on sick leave can be drawn (35). For
example, a recently published randomized controlled
trial did not find that a worksite exercise program had a
positive effect on sick leave (36), in contrast to the trial
of Kerr & Vos (37), who did observe a statistically significant effect on sick leave. As to the cost–effectiveness studies, Shephard (38) estimated the immediate return to be as much as USD 2 to USD 5 per US dollar
invested. He suggested in his review of worksite fitness
programs that, despite the limitations of many studies,
exercise (particularly in the context of general health
promotion) is both cost-effective and results in net benefits. Bowne et al (39) conducted a cost–benefit analysis of a fitness program at an insurance company. The
adjusted estimates for the benefits and costs of the program for 1 year were USD 1106 and USD 451, respectively. In addition, Golaszewksi et al (40) conducted a
cost–benefit analysis of a health and fitness program at
a workplace with projections for an additional 10 years.
The adjusted estimates for the benefits and costs were
USD 139 million and USD 43 million, respectively, the
benefit-to-cost ratio being USD 3.4 for the program.
In conclusion, this study did not find statistically significant differences in costs and benefits between the
two study groups. However, in view of the positive effects found for energy expenditure and cardiorespiratory fitness, implementation of a worksite counseling program on physical activity may lead to long-term occupational or public health benefits.
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